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Introduction

Rationale
We are 4 individuals who are very passionate about music and the arts,
and we want to express our love for Western classical music by
composing songs that are based on the 4 periods of Western music. We
believe that music is the best form of expressing our Creative freedom,
and wanted to tackle the goal of writing our own pieces which we had
never done before.

Objective
Our objective is to write 4 songs based on the 4 classical Western styles
— Baroque, Classical, Romance and Modernist.

Literature Review
Analysis
We analysed 5 different songs
1. Fugue in G minor, BWV 578 [Baroque]
2. Piano Concerto No. 21 (2nd Movement) [Classical]
3. Prelude in E Minor, Op. 28 No. 4 [Romantic]
4. Reverie L68 [Impressionist]
5. Violin Concerto, Op. 36 [Expressionist]
For the Baroque piece, we found that the focus of the principle theme
was a simple and recognisable 3 note phrase (g - d - bb). The subject

returns on different pitches and keys, and a noticeably different
development section where the subject makes slight appearances but is
not the focus. The subject is used interchangeably as both focus and
accompaniment , with frequent use of trills at the end of a phrase. A
rise in pitch is used to indicate the climax, and there is heavy use of
harmonic and melodic minor scales. The melodic lines end at different
times but rhythms are held on so that all voices end at the same time.
For the Classical piece, we found that the Waltz rhythm played softly is
contrasted by a smooth melody. There are also breaks in between the
melody to shift the focus briefly to accompaniment. The climax of the
melody and the accompaniment are both played louder, and there is
beautiful use of chromaticism in melody, usually to ‘catch up’ to the
next note. There is a shift of melody from strings to piano, which we
aim to replicate on a solo piano by playing melody at different octaves.
The melody also fluidly changes from a bright sound to dark sound
without noticeable jarring, which is facilitated by holding a note across
chord changes.
For the Romantic piece, we found that it comprises of a sombre and
dark melody with some chromaticism, and that it is repeating a phrase
over different chords to create a different feeling (c-b...bb-a… over EmEsus2sus4-Cdim7-F7…). Every group of chords used have a common
note in them to create a connected chord melody (pedal tone), and the
chords used have chromatic tones to create a descending melody.
Sadness is expressed through stretching the tempo, and weakening the
rhythm progressively (softer and slower) throughout a phrase.

For the Impressionist piece, we found that the very softly played
accompaniment contrasts with louder melody, and that the rhythm of
bass and treble lines contrast. Heavy use of legato gave it a sonically
smooth sound, and melody is often staggered between measures,
contrasting with a rhythmically stable accompaniment. There is
ambiguous tonality, with careful avoidance of the tonic (piece resolves
in F), fluid use of major pentatonic (in mixolydian mode) and wholetone scale, and lastly, heavy use of extended and unresolved chords
such as the dominant 9th.
For the Expressionist piece, we found that it consists of excessive use of
chromatic and whole-tone scales through the twelve-tone technique.
There is also exploration of staccato, typically following short phrases
with silence or long, drawn out legato phrases. There are abrupt ends
to phrases, usually with silence or loud notes, and pitch and volume can
change frequently and suddenly. Tension is built through free
movement of rhythm to accentuate ideas, such as dragging out a
dissonant note to emphasize tension, repeating phrases in increasing
volumes, and differing tempo of accompaniment and melody.

Fugue: a musical composition in which one or two themes are repeated
by successively entering voices and contrapuntally developed in a
continuous interweaving of the voice parts

Moving on to the composition of the Baroque piece, we decided to
write our song in fugal form, one of the most popular genres in the
Baroque period. It is one of the simplest ways to demonstrate the
concept of polyphony, a key characteristic of the Baroque style.
Therefore, we chose to write our Baroque piece in fugue form as it
easily brings out the key features of the Baroque style.

Sonata: an instrumental musical composition typically of three or four
movements in contrasting forms and keys
Moving on to Classical and Romantic Music, it often uses the Sonata
form, which came into maturity during the Classical era. Hence, it is a
good example of music of the era. We wanted our Classical and
Romantic composition to be longer than our Baroque piece for
example, and the sonata form which provides many distinct sections is
able to allow more exploration of ideas while still maintaining a strict
structure.
Fantaisie: a free usually instrumental composition not in strict form
Finally, we chose to write our Modernist piece in fantaisie form, which
does not follow any strict structure, allowing this free-flowing of

contrasting ideas. As the modernist era is split into impressionism and
expressionism, we aim to compose a piece which has both elements in
it.

Our Process
Timeline
January - February : Come up with a specific project idea
March - April: Conduct our research and begin composing the first
(Baroque) piece
May - June: Compose the draft for Classical, Romantic and Modernist
pieces
July - August: Finalise all arrangements for the compositions

Websites and Applications used
Initially, we wrote out the first piece on paper and sought to record the
music at a later date, perhaps using the music room. However, we
realised that we simply lacked the technical ability to play some of what
we were writing. We found out that there were tools to be found
online that could play out the music for us hence we decided to use
those tools to not just play but also write for convenience’s sake.

We used a free website called flat.io to write and hear our
compositions. However afterwards we realised that the notes in flat.io
sounded very sharp and as a result chords which would be a main part
of our Romantic and Modernist compositions sounded very jarring and
displeasing.
We then found another free tool, a program called Musescore which
had similar functionality to flat.io. However, notes were warmer and so
chords sounded a lot better. Perhaps due to our inexperience with the
program, there are some formatting issues with the sheet music (e.g.
overlapping notes).
Nevertheless, both tools were limited in their ability to dictate
elements like dynamics, rubato rhythm and tempo exactly as we want
due to their computerised nature.

Composition
Baroque - Fugue in E Minor
We started out with a subject consisting of a 3-note focus (e-b-g).
The key we decided on for this song is E minor.

An answer presents the subject again while the original subject carries
on developing.

The development section starts at the end of the second voice and
features a trill to end the bass voice and a chromatic phrase in B
melodic minor.

A new phrase based on the subject starts, and features a different
rhythm to add some variation. The subject returns as the
accompaniment with some adjustments to fit.

A new development starts with some chords. The fuller sound is used
to build tension. The subject’s second phrase is still the
accompaniment.

The tension is released by a slow phrase. It is then rebuilt using a
descending chromatic line.

The subject returns, juxtaposed with a slower voice that ends in a
chromatic (Phrygian) phrase that builds tension.

There is a repetitive phrase using parallel motion to shift the melodic
focus and rebuild tension.

The tension is dissolved suddenly using a pause in the bass voice. A
canon section consisting of a simple phrase in E melodic minor, an
answering voice (in a lower octave) that is offset by 3 beats to create an
unorthodox sound, and a trill to end the section and build tension for
the climax.

The climax is a relatively long arpeggio section. It features increasing
pitch for the buildup to the climax, a fast, repetitive arpeggiated
accompaniment to build a sense of urgency, and heavy use of
chromaticism and diminished chords to build tension. It follows the
chord progression of [Em - F#dim – Gb7 – Am – A#dim – Ddim – D#dim
– Gdim – B7] and hence chromatic tones.

It ends in a single voice with a trill to build tension.

Tension is dissolved by the return of the subject preceded by a
chromatic phrase, now in a singular voice

Subject is juxtaposed with the retrograde of itself

There is a chromatic buildup towards the end of the piece. Rhythms
have been altered so that the voices end symmetrically.

Classical - Sonata in C Major
We planned for the sonata structure as a giant ABA form with smaller
ABA segments for each section.
For Section A, the segments are:
- A (C Major)
- B (G Major)
- A (C Major)

For Section B, the segments are:
- A (B Minor)
- B (A Major)
- A (B Minor)
For Section C, the segments are:
- A (C Major)
- B (C Major)
- A (C Major)
The concept of the piece was to have a cheerful tone, characteristic of
much of Classical music. The second section was to have a small serious
tone but still featuring a lighter side.
Thus, the plan was to write a piece in sonata form for the first time and
to take the chance to experiment with modulation for the first time.
We wanted the piece to have a fast tempo to emphasise the cheery
mood.
Section 1 is a bright section that sets the mood. Section A.A follows the
chord progression [C, G, Dm, C, Bm, G, Fm, C, Dm, C]. It has a simple,
cheerful melody backed by the Alberti bass pattern.

In section A.B, the piece modulates to G major and is split into two
distinct parts. The first part follows the chord progression [G, D, Bm,
F#m, Em, Am, Bm, G].

The second part follows the chord progression [G, D, F#, Dm, E, Cm,
Bm, G]

Section 2 is a more serious section set in the B minor scale. Section B.A
follows the chord progression [Bm, C#m, A#dim, Bm]

It is followed by a call and response segment where the melody is
juxtaposed with its inversion.

Section B.B starts off with the subject of B.A now transposed into A
major. The melody is now played in the bass and the accompaniment in
the treble clef for pitch variation.

The second part of B.B ends off the section and leads back to the
recapitulation of B.A. It follows the chord progression [A, Bmin, G#m, A,
Bm, C#m, D, E, G#dim, E, D, Bm, A]

Section 3 is simply the recapitulation of section 1. This time all
segments are in the home key of C major.

Romantic - Prelude in D Minor
The structure is that of a sonata. The first section in 4/4 time features
phrase 1. The second section in 3/4 time features phrase 2 repeated
three times, the first two times with a different end, both in G minor,
and the third time with different accompaniment and ending. Then, it
ends off with phrase 3. The third section recapitulates the first section
and now features a resolution.
The concept behind the composition is to present the emotion of
sadness, most readily associated with Romantic-era compositions.
Phrase 2’s first ending ends on a light note to represent the moving on
from sadness, but the rest of the composition reverts back to the
original mood to show a cycle of misery.
We planned to write a prelude, a short piece of music that typically
serves to provide the introduction to a longer piece. It is in sonata form

and each section is written such that it is not complete and allows for
one to imagine a more thorough elaboration in a longer movement.
The development section features multiple endings to the same motif
to show that there can be much elaboration on this subject.
Section 1 is a brooding segment that serves as an introduction. It has a
simple, unresolved chord progression of [Dm, Am]. This section is
played slowly to emphasise the weak emotion felt. However, it ends on
a light note to lead into the next section which starts off lighter.

Section 2 is the developmental section which features multiple endings
to the same motif. The phrase in question follows the chord
progression [G, C, A#, Dmin]. This section is played faster to achieve a
lighter mood.

The first ending to the subject follows a light-sounding chord
progression of [Gm, Fmaj7, C].

The second ending to the subject modulates to G minor.

The subject’s third appearance is varied in that it now has diminished
chords as its accompaniment. The chords do not quite fit and create an
uneasy mood. The third ending also modulates to G minor.

Phrase 3 returns the tempo to the original speed.

Section 3 is simply the recapitulation of section 1, now with an ending
in D minor. The song resolves on Dm chords that are played in different
positions, moving down in pitch and dynamics.

Modernist - Fecal Fantasy
The song features 8 sections:
1. In 4/4 time
2. In 9/4 time
3. In 14/8 time
4. In 5/4 time
5. In 7/8 to 4/4 time
6. In 10/4 time
7. In 4/4 time
8. In 3/4 time
More so than other genres, the modernist style is focused on creating
and conveying a scene and its atmosphere. To combine the styles of
Impressionism and Expressionism, we had the idea of using the
impressionist segment to represent a peaceful thing, and expressionism
to represent the uncomfortable. We decided that the scene to be
conveyed would have to be that of an activity or situation which can
generate both positive and negative feelings. The ideas we came up
with were:

1. Eating food (peaceful) and choking to death (uncomfortable). We
did not choose this because the peaceful segment would not have
been recapitulated. In choking to death, it is hard to imagine the
moment of peace that comes after death unlike a quick sudden
death. Therefore a piece representing this situation may as well
be two separate songs without a third section to tie it all together.
2. Walking home (peaceful) and dying in an accident
(uncomfortable). We did not choose this because the
uncomfortable part would be too short in comparison and would
not have made it easy for the piece to blend both styles.
3. Taking a non-urgent dump in the toilet (peaceful and
uncomfortable). We settled on this idea because we felt that we
could represent a good amount of both the peaceful and
uncomfortable. In fact, it would blend well.
We planned for each section to represent the different stages of the
process of defecation. Each section would have tempo changes, key
changes, dynamics changes where suitable and time signature changes.
Section 1 and 2 are peaceful-leaning but have a hint of atonality. This is
to represent how going to the toilet and its initial moments are indeed
peaceful but there is a subtle knowledge about what is about to go
down. Section 1 follows the chord progression [Cmaj7, Gadd2, Fadd2,
Gmaj7 - Fmaj7, Cadd2, Adim, Baug - Cmaj7, Gadd2, D7, Bm - Fmaj7,
Gmaj7, G#maj7, Gadd2, G]. It utilises extended chords to create an
effect of atonality - the key it is in is not apparent until the final section
which features the G chord.

Section 2 is loosely based on the fugue form with four voices. It is the
first instance in which the pedal is utilised to create a full sound without
playing many notes. The voices combine to form the primary voice
again and increase in pitch to reach the climax. It features a melody
inspired by composer Yoshimatsu Takashi, in that it seems to go on and
on but never feels out of place and ends organically. The melody we
wrote uses the F# Dorian mode and pentatonic scale.

Section 3 is a peaceful melody that descends into dissonance. It has a
simple introduction that leads to a sudden start of the main segment.
This is to represent how we go into the toilet expecting to defecate, but
it never starts when we expect it to (for situations that are not urgent).

The chords used are given uneven meters: D9 is played 3 times, D7#5 is
played 2 times, B7sus4 is played 2 times, E7 is played 5 times, (B-D-G#C) is played 2 times. Again, extended chords are used for atonality.

Section 4 and 5 are the start of the expressionist segments and
represent the first wave of defecation. Section 4 uses repetition to turn
unmelodic ideas into a form of melody and features the first use of
serialism in the composition. We chose to number the notes starting
from E to D# in 0-11 and the first use of serialism uses the sequence
[10-9-8-7-0-11-3-6-5-4-1].

Section 5 starts off with a Japanese-esque introduction in E Phrygian
mode. It leads to a chromatic segment which features rapid changes in
dynamics from loud to soft, symbolising how we take in deep breaths
to ‘push’.

The soft parts provide continuity to the segment and features the
following phrase.

The segment also starts the use of tremolos to easily but effectively
create ear-jarring sounds to literally create discomfort. The segment is
unresolved.

The next segment of the section comes in suddenly which features
more serialism, the use of silence for dramatic effect and a dissonant
end.

Section 6 is played softly and quietly. It is meant to represent the
uneasy calm after the first wave of defecation. In addition, it features a
spooky melody which we felt could be representative of the creepiness
from taking a dump in a quiet/secluded toilet. The melody is in D
harmonic minor and ends in D Phrygian. The melody is also written to
have 4 notes per measure to create the illusion of 4/4 time, however
the meters have been altered to be in 10/4 time so this creates an offputting atmosphere. There is seemingly no climax to build expectation
for the next section.

Section 7 features rapid changes in dynamics. It is based on one
repeated phrase which is masked and unmasked. This section
represents the last wave of defecation. Firstly, there is a chromatic
introduction with parallel motion, but the voices are off by 1 semitone
to create dissonance.

The mentioned repeated phrase is pentatonic in nature and is masked
by other notes in, for example, chords. It is still recognisable once you
notice it.

Section 8 is supposed to be a peaceful section to represent the calm
after a fulfilling ‘business session’. We decided to use the main theme
from Debussy’s Reverie L68, the reference piece for the Impressionist

style but we interpreted it in a darker way. The first alteration is that it
is now in 3/4 time instead of the 4/4 original.

The theme now also has a different development section that shifts the
key from D major to D Dorian, and there is use of the whole-tone scale
to create unease.

The piece repeats now in the key of E and ends abruptly. This is to
represent how the calm after taking a shit is very dreamy and seems to
last indefinitely. It only ends when we realise suddenly that we have to
end it.

Insights
Strengths

We were able to work well with each other and we were able to
encourage each other to work hard for this project. Our pieces are
unique from each other and there is generally variation in tempo, chord
progressions and melody in our pieces, as we incorporated a lot of
elements and tried to express our own individuality through the 4
pieces while working together.

Area for Improvements
Firstly, it would be ideal if we could get a real person to play our
compositions. We would be able to express the aforementioned
elements like rubato, dynamics and tempo easier and more accurately
to our ideas. Furthermore, the timbre of a real piano is also quite
different from the ones in websites and programs. Our compositions
would most definitely have a different sound and quality.
After finishing all the pieces, we felt that our Classical piece was
probably the weakest one. It was too ‘cluttered’ in our opinion due to
how the constant high-speed tempo allowed little ‘breathing space’ for
the song. A couple phrases here and there admittedly sounded too ‘all
over the place’ and chaotic. In addition, the repetition of the
composition can definitely be felt perhaps due to a rather uninteresting
melody. We might have added more tempo changes, breaks/rests and
changed some of the melodic phrases to be more interesting.

We feel that our understanding of polyphony is still basic. The average
fugue would have had 3 or 4 or even more voices but we were only
able to incorporate 2 for our Baroque piece. Some ideas such as using
contrasting keys for the voices sound quite interesting so we would like
to explore more on that area.
Besides polyphony, our usage of modulation is also quite simple. We
might have used modulation more frequently in our sonatas. A quick
search on Wikipedia reveals that there are 8 common ways to
modulate but we were not able to explore all of them.

Strategies to Overcome Challenges
First, we can play and record the music piece via the piano, and we can
try to replicate the timbre and the quality of the piano on a better app,
or maybe try to use a MIDI piano to do so. This will allow the pieces to
sound more realistic and with more feel, hence increasing the quality of
the pieces.

We can play it to several people to find out their feedback on our
songs. This can allow us to realise more of our weaknesses and try to
overcome them. This also allows us to refine our piece by twerking the
little details such as the length of the note or the pitch of a section.
We can also invite professional musicians and music teachers to review
and also help us by playing our pieces. As none of us are very
experienced in music, this can help us to improve our pieces, and add

more complicated elements into the pieces, as they are way better
than us at music.

Personal Reflections
Bryan Chua:
Through this project, I learnt way more about how to communicate
with my group members online. This year, Covid-19 has caused us lots
of inconvenience, and we were unable to gather to do this project more
than half the time. Therefore, despite PW being different this time, we
worked together to overcome these challenges. We had to work hard
to meet deadlines, and also had to resort to online video calls in order
to discuss our projects. Overall, I feel that this was a totally different
experience, one that I will cherish.
Poh Di Wen:
Through this project I learnt more about music notation. One of the
problems we faced was that not everyone would be doing work at the
same time and this could have been resolved with better
communication, time planning and clear and precise division of work.
We could not meet up physically so it was harder to communicate
effectively, thus I understood the importance of giving clear
instructions so that even if we did not communicate as much as we
would like to everyone would still be clear on what we were supposed
to do.
Min Wentao:

Over this music project, I learnt the importance of communication and
flexibility. Due to the Circuit Breaker measures by the government, it is
very difficult for us to meet up in real life, hence we have to do most of
our work online and thus, we needed to arrange suitable timings for us
to meet on google meet or zoom to discuss our project. Also, since the
instructions kept on changing, we had to be flexible and change our
work schedule whenever it is necessary. Nevertheless, it was fun and a
good experience taking on a project with my teammates and I would do
it again if I had the choice.
Khoo Xuanren:
Through this project, I have learned a lot about how music can actually
be used to represent common themes in our everyday lives. Also, as
this year’s Project Work happened during the Covid-19 pandemic, our
group had to constantly meet up via WhatsApp group calls or Zoom
calls to brainstorm possible ideas. From these calls, I have also learnt to
be receptive and open to the opinions of others. No opinion is wrong,
and we have to be open minded to different perspectives to make the
most out of this project.
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